
EASY STEPS TO SOLVING ON PAPER:
1. Cut out both halves of this grid.
2. Attach the halves at the short end.
3. Have fun! 



Across
1 MBA hopeful's hurdle
5 Red drink with a portmanteau name
12 Character who sings "Apex Predator" with Cady, in the "Mean 
Girls" musical
17 Strong with a strong voice acting portfolio
21 One running around a track?
29 Wingless creatures that become winged creatures when a "W" 
is added to the beginning
33 Painful part for a scooter to hit
37 Sounds that might mean "Milk me!"
41 Lion or tiger, but not bear
47 "The Ballad of Buster Scruggs" director
51 "Suppose..."
57 Ref. that added "code switch" and "silent disco" in 2020
60 Soda jerk's choice
61 Classic TV character whose face is never seen
63 Play station
64 "That's where you're ___, kiddo" ("Guess again")
66 Olive-based spread
67 ___ a one
68 Hair for 74-Across (she's a horse, is all you need to know)
69 Introductory line in gaming
71 Genre for "Beastars" and "Bleach"
72 Early-in-the-alphabet spelling clarification
74 "Bojack Horseman" character with eight adoptive fathers
84 Tall plant in the mimosa family
85 Platforms for a fight scene inside a clock tower, in movies
86 Enemy of the Power Rangers
87 McEntire of "Spies in Disguise"
88 Instruments for Taimane Gardner, for short
89 "What did I say was gonna happen?"
90 "AV" A
91 Math student's palindromic subject
92 Some Cadillacs

93 Alison of "Bojack Horseman" (and "Horse Girl"... horse brand is 
strong!)
94 Your counterpart in history?
95 People who pretend to be 100 gecs fans without even listening 
to a single 100 gecs song, etc.
96 Enters this answer as AIRS, maybe
97 Cornfield multitude
98 Truckload
99 #2, for short
100 "Mean Girls" song about hot Halloween costumes
101 Whooshes past
102 Shelter that's so camp
103 NYU's ___ School of the Arts
104 Mussed up
105 Stigmatized subjects of some public health campaigns, for short

Down
1 Predecessor of Hangouts, casually
2 Use someone else's Netflix password, say
3 Take the edge off
4 Lubricant component formed from some of the letters in 
"LUBRICANT"
5 Old codgers
6 Shady green
7 Question giver
8 Ones performing unspeakable acts?
9 de Armas of "No Time to Die"
10 Faint shade
11 "Your ___ left"
12 Songs that get the party started
13 Part where a bajuband is worn
14 Gets closer
15 "Don't you agree, fellow Brit?"
16 "Love Always, ___" (Hallmark Christmas movie (and look, these 
titles use the same like five words, so this should be easy))
17 Do part of the WAP dance



18 Zodiac sign hidden in "libraries"
19 Prance
20 Beef in some hamburgers
21 Fast food handout often individually wrapped
22 Substance that reverses to an animal
23 Style of music for Jessye Norman
24 Body just beyond Mars
25 TV features, once
26 Jeweler's unit
27 Big fuss
28 Picture puzzle
29 Wren's wing?
30 Adjective before "moody" and "nasty," in Megan Thee Stallion's 
"Savage"
31 In favor of
32 Lip-___ (Emulates some "Drag Race" performances)
33 :)
34 Chloe x ___ ("Do It" duo)
35 Lying out?
36 Can't do without
37 Close to crying, as eyes
38 Not requiring an Rx
39 "Come with me, and you'll be/In a world of ___ 
violations..." (TikTok sound used for videos of unsafe work practices)
40 Look I'm trying to think of fresh clues for this, but I can't get my 
mind away from [French toast?] so just allow me to use a stale clue 
just once, okay. The clue's [French toast?]
41 Get cracking
42 "Is there a fan in here?"
43 Makeup of the troposphere
44 Layer touching the troposphere
45 "___ a Woman?" (bell hooks book)
46 Garments that might be approximated by bedsheets
47 White Claw container
48 Number after dix
49 Discharge

50 Agent in some deals that don't go through
51 Safe spots, maybe?
52 Like meat from some food carts
53 Fourth-wall-breaking line
54 Like crossword tournament rounds, typically
55 Bus.'s
56 ClickHole's includes the query "What if I don't know how to 
click? Can I still visit ClickHole?"
57 Pictures that might be disorienting
58 Hero with statues in Burgos, Spain and San Diego, California
59 Rink fakeouts
61 Fogo de ___ (name in steakhouses whose last word sounds like 
a word meaning "food")
62 Water shed?
65 Flying coastal food-stealer
70 Fabricated
71 Chaotic dance in a pit
73 Spots to grab pints
75 Shrill cry
76 Org. mentioned in J. Cole's "BRACKETS"
77 Movie villain told to "Open the pod bay doors"
78 Suffix for Taiwan- or crossword-
79 Mike and ___ (rhyming names in candy)
80 Shocking onomatopoeia
81 Bone that might connect to the sternum
82 Identity theft-concerned org. hidden in this clue
83 Somme water


